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PR EFACE 

W hen I was twelve years old, while most of my peers were playing 

outside, I hunkered down in my family's den, consumed by the proj

ect of making my own magazine. Obsessed with animal rights and 

environmentalism, I imagined my publication as a homemade cor

rective to corporate culture, a place where other kids could learn 

the truth that Saturday morning cartoons, big-budget movies, and 

advertisements for "Happy Meals" hid from them. I wrangled my 

friends into writing for it (I know it's hard to believe I had any), used 

desktop publishing software to design it, and was thrilled that the 
• father of one of my conspirators managed a local Kinkos, which 

meant we could make copies at a steep discount. Every couple of 

months my parents drove me to the handful of bookstores and food 

co-ops in Athens, Georgia, where I eagerly asked the proprietors if 

I could give them the latest issue, convinced that when enough 

young people read my cri de coeur the world would change. 

It was a strange way to spend one's preadolescence. But equally 

strange, now, is to think of how much work I had to do to get it into 

readers' hands once everything was written and edited. That's how 
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it went back in the early nineties: each precious copy could be 

accounted for, either given to a friend, handed out on a street cor

ner, shelved at a local store, or mailed to the few dozen precious 

subscribers I managed to amass. And I, with access to a computer, a 

printer, and ample professional copiers, had it pretty easy compared 

to those who had walked a similar road just decades before me: a 

veteran political organizer told me how he and his friends had to 

sell blood in order to raise the funds to buy a mimeograph machine 

so they could make a newsletter in the early sixties. 

W hen I was working on my m agazine I had only vague inklings 

that the Internet even existed. Today any kid with a smartphone 

and a message has the potential to reach more people with the push 

of a button than I did during two years of self-publishing. New tech

nologies have opened up previously unimaginable avenues for self

expression and exposure to information, and each passing year has 

only made it easier to spread the word. 

In many respects, my adult work as an independent filmmaker 

has been motivated by the same concerns as my childhood hobby: 

frustration with the mainstream media. So many subjects I cared 

about were being ignored; so many worthwhile stories went uncov

ered. I picked up a camera to fill in the gap, producing various 

documentaries focused on social justice and directing two fea

tures about philosophy. On the side I've written articles and essays 

for the independent press, covering topics including disability 

rights and alternative education. W hen Occupy Wall Street took 

off in the fall of 201 1, I became one of the coeditors of a movement 

broadsheet called the Occupy! Gazette, five crowd-funded issues in 

total, which my cohorts and I gave away for free on the Web and in 

print. 

I'm a prime candidate, in other words, for cheering on the revo

lution that is purportedly being ushered in by the Internet. The 

digital transformation has been hailed as the great cultural leveler, 

putting the tools of creation and dissemination in everyone's hands 
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and wresting control from long-established institutions and actors. 

Due to its remarkable architecture, the Internet facilitates creativ

ity and communication in unprecedented ways. Each of us is now 

our own broadcaster; we are no longer passive consumers but active 

producers. Unlike the one-way, top-down transmission of radio or 

television and even records and books, we finally have a medium 

through which everyone's voice can supposedly be heard. 

To all of this I shout an enthusiastic hurrah. Progressives like 

myself have spent decades decrying mass culture and denouncing 

big media. Since 1944, when Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno 

published their influential essay "The Culture Industry: Enlighten

ment as Mass Deception," critics have sounded the alarm about 

powerful corporate interests distorting our culture and drowning 

out democracy in pursuit of profit. 

But while heirs to this tradition continue to worry about com

mercialism and media consolidation, there is now a countervail

ing tendency to assume that the Internet, by revolutionizing our 

media system, has rendered such concerns moot. In a digital world, 

the number of channels is theoretically infinite, and no one can tell 

anyone what to consume. We are the ultimate deciders, fully in charge 

of our media destinies, choosing what to look at, actively seeking 

and clicking instead of having our consumption foisted upon us by 

a cabal of corporate executives. 

As a consequence of the Internet, it is assumed that traditional 

gatekeepers will cr:umble and middlemen will wither. The new 

orthodoxy envisions the Web as a kind of Robin Hood, stealing 

audience and influence away from the big and giving to the small. 

Networked technologies will put professionals and amateurs on an 

even playing field, or even give the latter an advantage. Artists and 

writers will thrive without institutional backing, able to reach their 

audiences directly. A golden age of sharing and collaboration will 

be ushered in, modeled on Wikipedia and open source software. 

In many wonderful ways this is the world we have been waiting 
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for. So what's the catch? In some crucial respects the standard assump

tions about the Internet's inevitable effects have misled us. New 

technologies have undoubtedly removed barriers to entry, yet, as I 

will show, cultural democracy remains elusive. While it's true that 

anyone with an Internet connection can speak online, that doesn't 

mean our megaphones blast our messages at the same volume. 

Online, some speak louder than others. There are the followed 

and the followers. As should be obvious to anyone with an e-mail 

account, the Internet, though open to all, is hardly an egalitarian or 

noncommercial paradise, even if you bracket all the porn and shop

ping sites. 

To understand why the most idealistic predictions about how 

the Internet would transform cultural production and distribution, 

upending the balance of power in the process, have not come to pass, 

we need to look critically at the current state of our media system. 

Instead, we celebrate a rosy vision of what our new, networked tools 

theoretically make possible or the changes they will hypothetically 

unleash. What's more, we need to look ahead and recognize the 

forces that are shaping the development and implementation of 

technology-economic forces in particular. 

Writing critically about technological and cultural transformation 

means proceeding with caution. Writers often fall into one of two 

camps, the cheerleaders of progress at any cost and the prophets 

of doom who condemn change, lamenting all they imagine will 

be lost. This pattern long precedes us. In 1829, around the time 

advances in locomotion and telegraphy inspired a generation to 

speak rapturously of the "annihilation of space and time," Thomas 

Carlyle, the Victorian era's most irascible and esteemed man oflet

ters, published a sweeping indictment of what he called the Mechan

ical Age. 

Everywhere Carlyle saw new contraptions replacing time-
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honored techniques-there were machines to drive humans to 

work faster or replace them altogether-and he was indignant: 

"We war with rude Nature; and, by our resistless engines, come 

off always victorious, and loaded with spoils." Yet the spoils of this 

war, he anxiously observed, were not evenly distributed. While some 

raced to the top, others ate dust. Wealth had "gathered itself more 

and more into masses, strangely altering the old relations, and 

increasing the distance between the rich and the poor." More wor

risome still, mechanism was encroaching on the inner self. "Not the 

external and physical alone is now managed by machinery, but the 

internal and spiritual also," he warned. "Men are grown mechani

cal in head and in heart, as well as in hand," a shift he imagined 

would make us not wiser but worse off. 

Two years later, Timothy Walker, a young American with a 

career in law ahead of him, wrote a vigorous rebuttal entitled 

"Defense of Mechanical Philosophy." Where Carlyle feared the 

mechanical metaphor making society over in its image, Walker 

welcomed such a shift, dismissing Carlyle as a vaporizing mystic. 

Mechanism, in Walker's judgment, has caused no injury, only 

advantage. Where mountains stood obstructing, mechanism flat

tened them. Where the ocean divided, mechanism stepped across. 

"The horse is to be unharnessed, because he is too slow; and the ox 

is to be unyoked, because he is too weak. Machines are to perform 

the drudgery of man, while he is to look on in self-complacent ease." 

Where, Walker asked, is the wrong in any of this? 

Carlyle, Walker observed, feared "that mind will become sub

jected to the laws of matter; that physical science will be built up on 

the ruins of our spiritual nature; that in our rage for machinery, we 

shall ourselves become machines." On the contrary, Walker argued, 

machines would free our minds by freeing our bodies from tedious 

labor, thus permitting all of humankind to become "philosophers, 

poets, and votaries of art." That "large numbers" of people had been 

thrown out of work as a consequence of technological change is but 
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a "temporary inconvenience," Walker assured his readers~a mere 

misstep on mechanism's "triumphant march." 

Today, most pronouncements concerning the impact of technol

ogy on our culture, democracy, and work resound with Carlyle's 

and Walker's sentiments, their well-articulated insights worn down 

into twenty-first-century sound bites. The argument about the impact 

of the Internet is relentlessly binary, techno-optimists facing off 

against techno-skeptics. Will the digital transformation liberate 

humanity or tether us with virtual chains? Do communicative tech

nologies fire our imaginations or dull our senses? Do social media 

nurture community or intensify our isolation, expand our intellec

tual faculties or wither our capacity for reflection, make us better 

citizens or more efficient consumers? Have we become a nation of 

skimmers, staying in the shallows of incessant stimulation, or are 

we evolving into expert synthesizers and multitaskers, smarter 

than ever before? Are those who lose their jobs due to technologi

cal change deserving of our sympathy or our scorn (adapt or die," 

as the saying goes)? Is that utopia on the horizon or dystopia around 

the bend? 

These questions are important, but the way they are framed 

tends to make technology too central, granting agency to tools 

while sidestepping the thorny issue of the larger social structures in 

which we and our technologies are embedded, The current obses

sion with the neurological repercussions of technology~what the 

Internet is doing to our brains, our supposedly shrinking attention 

spans, whether video games improve coordination and reflexes, 

how constant communication may be addictive, whether Google is 

making us stupid~is a prime example, This focus ignores the busi

ness imperatives that accelerate media consumption and the market 

forces that encourage compulsive online engagement. 

Yet there is one point on which the cheerleaders and the naysay

ers agree: we are living at a time of profound rupture~something 

utterly unprecedented and incomparable. All connections to the past 
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have been rent asunder by the power of the network, the prolifera

tion of smartphones, tablets, and Google glasses, the rise of big 

data, and the dawning of digital abundance, Social media and memes 

will remake reality~for better or for worse, My view, on the other 

hand, is that there is as much continuity as change in our new 

world, for good and for ill. 

Many of the problems that plagued our media system before the 

Internet was widely adopted have carried over into the digital 

domain~consolidation, centralization, and commercialism~and 

will continue to shape it. Networked technologies do not resolve the 

contradictions between art and commerce, but rather make commer

cialism less visible and more pervasive. The Internet does not close 

the distance between hits and flops, stars and the rest of us, but rather 

magnifies the gap, eroding the middle space between the very pop

ular and virtually unknown. And there is no guarantee that the 

lucky few who find success in the winner-take-all economy online 

are more diverse, authentic, or compelling than those who suc

ceeded under the old system, 

Despite the exciting opportunities the Internet offers, we are wit

nessing not a leveling of the cultural playing field, but a rearrange

ment, with new winners and losers. In the place of Hollywood 

moguls, for example, we now have Silicon Valley tycoons (or, more 

precisely, we have Hollywood moguls and Silicon Valley tycoons), 

The pressure to be quick, to appeal to the broadest possible public, 

to be sensational, to seek easy celebrity, to be attractive to corpo

rate sponsors~these forces multiply online where every click can 

be measured, every piece of data mined, every view marketed 

against. Originality and depth eat away at profits online, where faster 

fortunes are made by aggregating work done by others, attracting 

eyeballs and ad revenue as a result. 

Indeed, the advertising industry is flourishing as never before. 

In a world where creative work holds diminishing value, where culture 

is "free ," and where fields like journalism are in crisis, advertising 
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dollars provide the unacknowledged lifeblood of the digital econ

omy. Moreover, the constant upgrading of devices, operating sys

tems, and Web sites; the move toward "walled gardens" and cloud 

computing; the creep of algorithms and automation into every 

corner of our lives; the trend toward filtering and personalization; 

the lack of diversity; the privacy violations: all these developments 

are driven largely by commercial incentives. Corporate power and 

the quest for profit are as fundamental to new media as old. From a 

certain angle, the emerging order looks suspiciously like the old one. 

In fact, the phrase "new media" is something of a misnomer 

because it implies that the old media are on their way out, as though 

at the final stage of some natural, evolutionary process. Contrary to 

all the talk of dinosaurs, this is more a period of adaptation than 

extinction. Instead of distinct old and new media, what we have is 

a complex cultural ecosystem that spans the analog and digital, 

encompassing physical places and online spaces, material objects 

and digital copies, fleshy bodies and virtual identities. 

In that ecosystem, the online and off-line are not discrete realms, 

contrary to a perspective that has suffused writing about the Inter

net since the word "cyberspace" was in vogue.! You might be read

ing this book off a page or screen-a screen that is part of a gadget 

made of plastic and metal and silicon, the existence of which puts a 

wrench into any fantasy of a purely ethereal exchange. All bits 

eventually butt up against atoms; even information must be carried 

along by something, by stuff. 

I am not trying to deny the transformative nature of the Inter

net, but rather to recognize that we've lived with it long enough to 

ask tough questions. 2 Thankfully, this is already beginning to hap

pen. Over the course of writing this book, the public conversation 

about the Internet and the technology industry has shifted signifi

cantly.3 There have been revelations about the existence of a sprawl

ing international surveillance infrastructure, uncompetitive business 

and exploitative labor practices, and shady political lobbying initia-
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tives, all of which have made major technology firms the subjects of 

increasing scrutiny from academics, commentators, activists, and 

even government officials in the United States and abroad.4 

People are beginning to recognize that Silicon Valley platitudes 

about "changing the world" and maxims like" don't be evil" are not 

enough to ensure that some of the biggest corporations on Earth 

will behave well. The risk, however, is that we will respond to trou

bling disclosures and other disappointments with cynicism and res

ignation when what we need is clearheaded and rigorous inquiry 

into the obstacles that have stalled some of the positive changes the 

Internet was supposed to usher in. 

First and foremost, we need to rethink how power operates in a 

post-broadcast era. It was easy, under the ol~media model, to point 

the finger at television executives and newspaper editors (and even 

book publishers) and the way they shaped the cultural and social 

landscape from on high. In a networked age, things are far more 

ambiguous, yet new-media thinking, with its radical sheen and easy 

talk of revolution, ignores these nuances. The state is painted largely 

as a source of problematic authority, while private enterprise is given 

a free pass; democracy, fuzzily defined, is attained through "sharing," 

"collaboration," "innovation," and" disruption." 

In fact, wealth and power are shifting to those who control the 

platforms on which all of us create, consume, and connect. The com

panies that provide these and related services are quickly becoming 

the Disneys of the digital world- monoliths hungry for quarterly 

profits, answerable to their shareholders not us, their users, and more 

influential, more ubiquitous, and more insinuated into the fabric of 

our everyday lives than Mickey Mouse ever was. As such they pose 

a whole new set of challenges to the health of our culture. 

Right now we have very little to guide us as we attempt to think 

through these predicaments. We are at a loss, in part, because we 

have wholly adopted the language and vision offered up by Silicon 

Valley executives and the new-media boosters who promote their 
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interests, They foresee a marketplace of ideas powered by profit

driven companies who will provide us with platforms to creatively 

express ourselves and on which the most deserving and popular 

will succeed, 

They speak about openness, transparency, and participation, 

and these terms now define our highest ideals, our conception of 

what is good and desirable, for the future of media in a networked 

age, But these ideals are not sufficient if we want to build a more 

democratic and durable digital culture. Openness, in particular, is 

not necessarily progressive. While the Internet creates space for 

many voices, the openness of the Web reflects and even amplifies 

real-world inequities as often as it ameliorates them. 

I've tried hard to avoid the Manichean view of technology, 

which assumes either that the Internet will save us or that it is lead

ing us astray, that it is making us stupid or making us smart, that 

things are black or white. The truth is subtler: technology alone 

cannot deliver the cultural transformation we have been waiting 

for; instead, we need to first understand and then address the under

lying social and economic forces that shape it. Only then can we 

make good on the unprecedented opportunity the Internet offers 

and begin to make the ideal of a more inclusive and equitable cul

ture a reality. If we want the Internet to truly be a people's platform, 

we will have to work to make it so. 

1 

A PEASANT'S KINGDOM 

I moved to New York City in 1999 just in time to see the dot-com 

dream come crashing down. I saw high-profile start-ups empty out 

their spacious lofts, the once ebullient spaces vacant and echoing; 

there were pink-slip parties where content providers, designers, and 

managers gathered for one last night of revelry. Although I barely 

felt the aftershocks that rippled through the economy when the 

bubble burst, plenty of others were left thoroughly shaken. In San 

Francisco the boom's rising rents pushed out the poor and work

ing class, as well as those who had chosen voluntary poverty by 

devoting themselves to social service or creative experimentation. 

Almost overnight, the tech companies disappeared, the office space 

and luxury condos vacated, jilting the city and its inhabitants 

despite the irreversible accommodations that had been made on 

behalf of the start-ups. Some estimate that 450,000 jobs were lost in 
the Bay Area alone.! 

As the economist Doug Henwood has pointed out, a kind of 

amnesia blots out the dot-com era, blurring it like a bad hangover. It 

seems so long ago: before tragedy struck lower Manhattan, before 
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IN DEFENSE OF THE COMMONS: 

A MANIFESTO FOR SUSTAINABLE CULTURE 

It may seem counterintuitive at a time of information overload, 11 ,I 
media, aggregation, and instant commenting to worry abou "' 

cultural supply. But we are at risk of starving in the midst of pI nt 

A decade ago few would have thought a book with a title li I 

Deftnse ofPood was necessary. Food, after all, had never been ch I 

or more abundant; what could be wrong with the picture? A sim 11. 

shift of perception needs to happen in the cultural realm. Cui \11« 

even if it is immaterial, has material conditions, and free cuitul' 

like cheap food, incurs hidden costs. 

One positive step may be something deceptively simple: an II 

to raise consciousness about something we could call sustai 

culture. "Culture" and "cultivate" share the same root, aft 

"Coulter," a cognate of "culture," means the blade of a plowsha i' l" It 

is not a reach to align the production and consumption of c lilt \I I r 

with the growing appreciation of skilled workmanship and ,11 t I 
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sanal goods, of community food systems and ethical economies. 

The aims of this movement may be extended and adapted to describe 

cultural production and exchange, online and off. 

The concept of sustainable culture begins with envisioning a cul

tural ecology. New and old media are not separate provinces but 

part of a hybrid cultural ecosystem that includes the traditional 

and digital and composites of the two. Our virtual and physical lives 

are intertwined, inseparable, equally "rea1." Whether their work is 

distributed by paper or pixels, creators never emerge fully formed 

from the ether. Individuals are buttressed by an array of plinths and 

braces, by families and friends, patrons and publics, and institutions 

that include universities, foundations, community centers, publish

ers, distributors, libraries, bookstores, rock venues, and cinemas, as 

well as the ad hoc networks that comprise scenes and subcultures, 

digital and analog. 

We are embedded beings who create work in a social context, 

toiling shared soil in the hopes that our labor bears fruit. It is up to 

all of us whether this soil is enriched or depleted, whether it nur

tures diverse and vital produce or allows predictable crops to take 

root and run rampant. The notion of sustainable culture forces us 

to recognize that the digital has not rendered all previously existing 

institutions obsolete. It also challenges us to figure out how to 

improve them. 

Many structures of the old-media system, however flawed, relieved 

some of the burdens now borne solely by individuals. Institutions 

provide capital, legal protection, leverage, and also continuity, facil

itating the transmission of knowledge and skills from one genera

tion to the next. At their best, institutions can help support challenging 

(·Fforts through a process the musician Damian Kulash calls "risk 

.,ggregation." Though his band OK Go left their record label and 

I, lUnd a following online, Kulash still believes labels-though "greedy 
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and shortsighted"~played a crucial function in the cultural land 

scape, one we have not figured out how to replicate or improve upon 

within the digital realm: like publishing houses, newspapers, and 

film studios, they funnel revenues from more successful acts to les 

successful ones. 

Scale allows institutions to fight the kinds of legal battles inves

tigative journalism requires or weather a string of losses until th 

odds finally deliver that blockbuster hit, an arrangement that look 

grossly inefficient from one angle, or almost socialist from another. 

Labels "invest in however many young bands a year and most of 

them fail," Kulash told an interviewer. "Those bands go back to their 

jobs at the local coffee houses without having to be in tens or hun, 

dreds of thousands of dollars of personal debt for having gone for 

it." He credits this process with making his career possible. "If w e 

don't want to be just a domain of the independently wealthy and 

people who can take time off from their jobs for a couple of years to 

see what happens, or finance their own world tour while they fig

ure out exactly how to make the number at the end of the column 

black, then somebody has to be doing this risk aggregation."l 

The frame of sustainable culture has other benefits as well. In 

stark contrast to the emphasis on newness and nowness of most 

online platforms, it encourages us to think long term. Inherent in 

the concept of sustainability, after all, is the element of duration, of 

time and also depth of attention, for both creators and consumers. 

To escape the cycle of churnalism and expendable content in favor 

of sustainable culture, we need to develop supports that allow for 

the prolonged immersion and engagement artistic and journalistic 

endeavors often require, nurturing projects that are timeless rather 

than timely. 

We also need to provide reliable means of preservation. Too often 

people assume that digital content will last forever, immateriality 

and reproducibility encouraging the false impression that anything 

uploaded to the cloud is safely stored for posterity. In reality, we 
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lose an estimated quarter of all working links every seven years and 

digital files can quickly become incomprehensible due to the swift 

churn of technological obsolescence. Sustainable culture includes 

building archives that will allow people to explore their cultural 

heritage for years to come.2 

Additionally, the concept of sustainability poses a direct chal

lenge to both the fixation on rapid growth and quick profits and the 

fantasy of sidestepping the issue of finance altogether. Material fac

tors cannot be ignored or wished away.3 Free culture advocates 

have it right that excessive copyright regulation can inhibit creativ

ity, and the current copyright regime is in urgent need of reform. 

But "free" is not the answer: too many creative endeavors fail due to 

lack of investment; countless creative experiments go untried; impor

tant investigations never get off the ground; voices that refuse to 

peddle or pander go unacknowledged; truth seeking and beauty 

making are undervalued, all while mediocre ideas prosper, aided by 

the fertilizers of advertising dollars and manufactured desire. 

A vision of sustainability acknowledges the damage incurred 

by the sole pursuit of wealth while trying to build an equitable 

system that can enable the production of socially valuable goods. 

The proliferation of crowdfunding Web sites, which allow people 

to back creative projects without expectation of financial return, are 

an encouraging development and a critical source of support to art

ists and tinkerers~yet they are no panacea. There are limits to 

individual, one-off fund-raising campaigns, which cannot substitute 

for broader, more stable support structures. 

Finally, a sustain ability movement would harness new commu

nications tools to shift the current conversation from free culture 

to fair culture. Established fair trade principles, known to anyone 

who has purchased coffee with the telltale label, include transpar

ency and accountability, payment of just prices, nondiscrimination 

and gender and racial equity, and respect for the environment. 

These principles speak to many of the problems raised in this 
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book: the secretive methods of many Internet companies, the feu

dal business model of Web 2.0, the increasingly common expecta

tion that people work without compensation, the persistence f 
inequality and intolerance online, and the disastrous consequence 

of high-tech manufacturing techniques and the constant upgrading 

and disposal of still functional, but no longer fashionable, gadget 

on our natural world. 

The shift to sustainable culture is possible, but implementing th 

necessary changes cannot fall to individuals and the marketplac 

alone. The solutions we need require collective, political action. Not: 

unlike American agriculture businesses, which receive billions in 

federal aid while flooding the market with processed food, heedless 

of the effect on small farmers, today's corporate media and technol

ogy firms depend on substantial and unacknowledged public sub

sidy, putting them at an unfair advantage at all of our expense. 

Strengthening our cultural commons requires profound changes 

in policy, animated by the same spirit as the 1965 congressional reso

lution that established the National Endowment for the Arts: "While 

no government can call a great artist or scholar into existence, it is 

necessary and appropriate for the federal government to help create 

and sustain not only a climate encouraging freedom of thought, 

imagination, and inquiry, but also the material conditions facilitat

ing the release of this creative talent." 

The dominant idea today is that the Internet, by lowering barriers 

to entry, will do this work for us, creating a free market in art and 

ideas and ushering in a "utopia of openness." A free and open web 

will spark innovation and competition and a cultural revolution will 

result. This assumption channels political activism to the fight for 

network neutrality and against regulation like SOPA (where the 

interests of the public and of large technology firms are generally 

compatible), while explicitly progressive causes that push back against 

business interests-battles against consolidation, commercialization, 

unfair labor practices, and the lack of diversity-take a backseat. 
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Yet, as we know, open systems can be starkly inegalitarian and 

open markets cannot be counted on to provide everything people 

want or need, which is why there are many areas we strive to at least 

partly shield from capitalism's excesses, such as scientific research, 

health, and education. A laissez-faire system will inevitably underin

vest in less profitable cultural works, no matter how worthy, enrich

ing, or utterly vital they are. No matter how technically" disruptive" 

or "revolutionary," a communications system left to the free market 

will not produce the independent, democratic culture we need. 

In the language of economists, culture is a public good. Like a sun

set we can all enjoy without its being diminished, a song isn't used 

up when people sing it. Moving beyond the academic definition, 

culture is also a public good in the sense that it benefits all: our lives 

are improved by the positive externalities art and ideas produce, 

our world more beautiful, more interesting, more ambitious. The 

word has other meanings as well. On the one hand, something can 

be public in the sense of being open to all, like a public meeting. But 

the word also means "shared": something that is public belongs to 

everyone, like a local library; it is funded by the public purse. It is 

this last meaning-public in the sense of ownership and funding

that technology commentators too often sideline. We envision a cul

tural commons accessible to all but shy away from discussing how 

to make this aspiration a reality. 

The truth is that the public good is increasingly financed by 

private money. Google Books, despite the legal troubles that dogged 

the endeavor, is a prime example of this phenomenon. While often 

described as a "universal library" the project is anything but. More 

accurately, it was devised with the aim of transforming the library 

from an institution that collects and distributes information to the 

public into one that collects and distributes the public's information 

in service of Google's core advertising business.4 
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Google Books is a perfect example of what media scholar Siva 

Vaidhyanathan calls "public failure," a situation where private actor 

perform services for gain that would be better left to the public se -

tor.5 Vaidhyanathan has proposed something called the Human 

Knowledge Project, a government-led effort to create a truly global 

online library aimed at "satiating curiosity," not "facilitating con

sumption." 

Other countries have instigated modest alternatives: in Norway, 

citizens can check out newly released books from the national 

digital archive; France pledged 750 million euros for the digitiza

tion of the nation's "cultural patrimony"; the Netherlands has a ten

year plan to digitize every Dutch book, newspaper, and periodical 

produced since 1470. There is also the European Union-sponsored 

Europeana, a meta aggregator that links the collections of almos 

thirty countries. 

In the United States, however, the idea of a publicly funded digi

tal repository for our shared heritage is a pipe dream, a circumstance 

that has led an intrepid group of librarians, academics, archivists, 

and activists to begin the process of slowly trying to build a noncom

mercial alternative to Google Books, the Digital Public Library of 

America, which went online in 2013. This freely accessible network 

of resources from libraries, archives, museums, and universities i 

looking to foundations for support. 6 

"Clearly, we should not trust Google to be the custodian of our 

most precious cultural and scientific resources," cautions Vaidhya

nathan. "Without firm regulations, a truly competitive market, or a 

competing project, we have no recourse in the event of sub-standard 

performance or malfeasance by the company." 

This warning applies well beyond books to the majority of online 

platforms where we spend our time. They are "public" in a limited 

sense of the word: they are open spaces, but they are also private 

ones, where the rights Americans claim to hold dear-namely, pro-
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tections for free speech and privacy-do not apply. When the CEO 

of Twitter tells users to "think of Twitter as a global town square," 

he elides the fact that we don't have to click "agree" on a Terms of 

Service, a binding contract, before entering an urban plaza. Simi

larly, Lawrence Lessig, when expounding on the value of social 

media sites for the cultural commons, does a disservice when he 

quotes one of the founders of the Yahoo!-owned photo-sharing site 

Flickr likening the operation to a "land trust" and his colleagues to 

"custodians." Flickr is no such thing, just as Google is not operating 

a library. They are commercial enterprises designed to maximize 

revenue, not defend political expression, preserve our collective 

heritage, or facilitate creativity, and the people who work there are 

private employees, not public servants.7 

The not-for-profit, donor-supported, volunteer-produced Wiki

pedia is often held up as the archetypal organization of an informa

tion age. Yet Wikipedia is utterly unique among the world's most 

popular Web sites. Average Internet users spend most of their time 

visiting sites operated by for-profit companies. Web sites maintained 

to serve the interests of civil society, not shareholders, are losing 

ground. 8 

While there might be many exciting, small experiments online, 

there are no large spaces dedicated to the public good. And while 

the Internet could have offered an alternative to the sphere of 

commodity exchange, private and often monopolistic markets now 

dominate; contrary to expectations, digital concentration set in more 

rapidly than with previous mediums. The revolutionary nature of 

technology was simply no match for the underlying economic imper

atives, which have driven new-media companies to amass power and 

capital and struggle for market dominance. Consider Twitter. The 

service has been a powerful tool for activists around the world but 

this may change. "It is not difficult to imagine a scenario in which 

Twitter will have to sacrifice its values, at least somewhat, on the 
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high altar of the quarterly earnings report," as Elias Grol warns in 

Foreign Policy.9 In theory, Twitter's founders could have considered 

alternative business models. Instead of rushing to debut on th 

Stock Exchange they could have chosen to operate as a nonprofit, 

low-profit, or, following the example of the popular online craft 

marketplace Etsy, a certified B Corporation, a relatively new desig

nation that takes social and environment impacts into account. 

Why not resurrect the vision of an advertising-independent 

search engine that initially inspired Google's founders, or launch a 

cooperatively owned version of iTunes or Netflix (perhaps modeled 

on successful institutions such as New Day Films, a documentary 

distribution collective that has survived for four decades), or start 

online associations based on Community Supported Agriculture 

(known as CSAs) that allow readers to purchase advance shares to 

fund local news gathering? There are plenty of inventive financial 

arrangements that could put sustain ability and civic responsibility 

front and center, yet so far they mostly go untried. 

In the digital realm, who stands for the public interest? The state 

remains the most powerful entity that can be employed to advance 

the cause of sustainable culture. Americans, however, are deeply 

skeptical of the government's involvement in culture and the arts. 

The exceptions have been few and far between, including the Works 

Progress Administration (WPA) of the New Deal and the establish

ment of the National Endowment for the Arts, the National Endow

ment for the Humanities, and Public Broadcasting in the 1960s. 

With the founding of these institutions, the United States joined 

the rest of the developed world in providing state subSidy to cre

ative endeavors. Direct government support of the arts petered out 

after the Cold War, during which fear of a Soviet planet prompted a 

variety of cultural outreach programs at the behest of the State 

Department, a concerted effort to contrast American dynamism to 

the drab Eastern Bloc. Since the fall of the Berlin Wall, the venture 

capital model has ruled supreme. lO 
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Just as emphatically, technology is regarded as an arena that the 

government must not touch, the state said to be too ossified and 

slow to keep up with Silicon Valley's rapid pace. The Internet, in 

particular, is presented as territory upon which regulation should 

not encroach.ll The weaknesses and hypocrisies of this libertarian 

fallacy aside, it is a philosophical orientation that, by holding up pri

vate enterprise and free markets as the primary drivers of innova

tion and progress, obscures a profound truth: the computer industry 

and the Internet would not exist without massive and ongoing fund

ing from the federal government of the United States, which invested 

hundreds of billions of dollars over the course of many years to 

create it. 

Early on, the government funded the invention of the micropro

cessor and was its first major consumer, jump-starting the modern 

technology industry. Later, the Internet and the World Wide Web 

came into being as a consequence of state financing that included 

military and scientific funding in the United States and Europe, com

bining countercultural, academic, and public service values such as 

decentralization, openness, and interactivity. From Apple products 

to Google's search engine, from GPS to voice recognition to touch

screens to the anonymity-enabling software TOR, we have public 

investment to thank for many of the tools we use every day, yet the 

private sector reaps all of the rewards and creditY 

In the standard narrative of techno-triumphalism, all of this 

history is repressed, as is the increasingly pro-active role the gov

ernment played throughout our nation's communications history: 

designing the free-expression-enabling network known as the post 

office, promoting newspapers through postal subsidies, instituting 

a decentralized public broadcasting system, and, of course, creating 

the Internet. Nonetheless, pundits insist we are entering a new, 

"open" world that has transcended markets and states and made reg

ulation obsolete. 

Technology companies, cable providers, and Hollywood are 
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happy to agree, insisting that the means smaller governments 

employ to maintain their cultural distinctiveness-production sub

sidies, broadcast quotas, spending rules, selective taxes and levies, 

and national ownership- are no longer needed because "spectrum 

scarcity," long the leading justification for investment in public media 

and protectionist cultural policies, does not exist online.13 On the 

Internet the" dial is infinite," to quote Jacob Glick, Google Canada's 

policy counsel,l4 Yet the infinite dial means that countries at a disad

vantage in terms of population and GDP will find themselves using 

Web sites promoted by a handful of big Silicon Valley players and 

swamped by ready-made American culture. l5 

What technology boosters ignore is the fact that the steady ero

sion of regulation and checks on corporate power was a major fac

tor in the development of the "old model" they so vociferously decry. 

For example, it was the 1996 Telecommunications Act (the "coup de 

grace of media deregulation") that reduced the number of telephone 

service providers, unleashed a torrent of mergers and acquisitions 

that culminated in the ill-fated marriage of AOL and Time Warner, 

and opened the way for Clear Channel's dramatic takeover of com

mercial radio. Without intervention, we will find our options simi

larly diminished in the digital realm. 

There is no such thing as a public Internet: everything flows 

through private pipes. However, using the Internet for the consump

tion of culture or to search for information is nearly as essential to 

participating in modern life as having electricity or plumbing in 

your home (try going to school or applying for a job without it). 

Thus a growing chorus of progressive technologists and critics argues 

that both the service providers and the most popular platforms should 

be regulated as public utilities (indeed, Mark Zuckerberg refers to 

Facebook as a "social utility"). 

This is one example of the kind of media policy we need. There 

are other possibilities worth considering. To prevent what may be 

the next wave of consolidation, Tim Wu, coiner of the term "Net 
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neutrality," argues that a "Separations Principle" is necessary, er c -
ing a firewall between firms that transport and create inform ation. 

Wu is worried about the potential vertical integration of compa

nies like Verizon and Google or AT&T and Facebook into "infor

mation empires," but his principle would also have more immediate 

effects. Apple, for example, would not be able to sell or stream 

music or movies at a loss to buoy the sale of hardware; Amazon 

would be prevented from pursuing its ambition of controlling the 

book market (a scenario in which most volumes are either pub

lished by or self-published through the company and tethered to the 

Kindle platform); and Google would be forbidden to promote its 

own products above competitors' in search results. 

Given the reality of digital convergence-the fact that once dis

tinct channels of telephony, television, radio, film, and print media 

have merged-a movement for sustainable culture must concern 

itself with every layer of our communications infrastructure, from 

the creative works distributed online to the Web sites we visit to 

the mud and wires that make our connections possible. Reform 

might begin with the phone, cable, and Internet providers who 

hook up our homes and mobile devices and have carved the United 

States into noncompetitive fiefdoms, enabling them to extract enor

mous rewards from what are essentially natural monopolies. As a 

result, cable incumbents enjoy up to 95 percent profit margins on 

broadband service. 

A proposal to nationalize these service providers would be a hard 

sell, but at minimum such powerful private actors should be subject 

to strong common carriage obligat ions. Network infrastructure 

expert Andrew Blum has pointed to the local food movement as a 

potential model. "We're all consuming the Internet equivalent of 

iceberg lettuce," he says. In a handful of successful cases munici

palities have begun to offer fast and affordable fiber broadband to 

residents. But these alternatives won't be won without a fight. Cable 

and telecom companies have fought tooth and nail against these 
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community broadband initiatives, spending over $300,000 t 

derail a referendum on the issue in a single town. Millions mor 

have been spent lobbying to effectively block cities from providin 

high-speed access, with legislation passed in nineteen states.16 

At present, the United States occupies the worst of both media 

worlds, lacking either a competitive market or meaningful govern

ment investment or oversight. I? Contrary to conventional wisdom, 

government intervention is sometimes the only way to ensure com

petition. When left to their own devices, wired and wireless Internet 

service providers stifle innovation. 

One might assume such profitable companies would eagerly 

upgrade their facilities and replace cable wires with optical fiber to 

satisfy customers' appetite for high-speed data transmission, but 

this is not the case. Wall Street would punish them for the sub

stantial capital expenditures required, and with no pressure from 

rivals, stock prices and dividends take precedent over people's 

needs. (This dynamic explains why the digital divide has not been 

bridged; private investment markets would rather cherry-pick dis

tricts packed with well-to-do customers than invest in broadband 

infrastructure to serve poor and sparsely populated regions.) 

Something similar holds true in the field of journalism, where 

government occasionally plays a positive role, for example through 

Federal Communications Commission requirements that broad

casters serve the public interest in return for using the public spec

trum. These rules have been eroded since the Reagan era, but the 

bottom line is that educational programming and costly news depart

ments, which often scrutinize the actions of the state, were estab

lished and maintained only at government behest, not because of 

market ingenuity. 

More robust public support for the fourth estate would produce 

even greater freedom and diversity. In direct contradiction of ste

reotypes about the chilling effects of "state-controlled media," coun

tries enjoying such support are home to an unimpeded and vibrant 
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press. Norway's generous government subsidies have yielded the 

highest number of newspaper readers per capita and the country 

has repeatedly ranked as the number one democracy by the Econo

mist, hardly a bastion ofleft-wing thinking. 

There's evidence that Americans would appreciate a similar 

approach, for they display surprising devotion to the limited public 

broadcasting options available: public radio's audience has more 

than doubled since the late 1990s, and viewers have deemed PBS the 

"most trusted source of news and public affairs" among broadcast 

and cable sources. Polls show that money spent on public broad

casting is believed to be well spent, which sets it apart from most 

other expenditures.18 The irony is that public broadcasting in the 

United States decreasingly qualifies as such. Regular fund-raising 

drives are designed to compensate for the minimal direct federal 

funding granted to PBS and NPR for operations (indirectly, federal 

funds make up about 15 percent of PBS's annual budget and a 

mere 2 percent ofNPR's). 

Our per capita spending for public media currently stands at about 

$1.63 a citizen a year, while Finland and Denmark spend seventy and 

eighty times that amount. This lack of direct government sponsor

ship opens a widening space for corporate underwriting, despite the 

compromising and sometimes overtly censoring effects of this strat

egy.19 (Canada, unfortunately, may be following in its southern neigh

bor's footsteps, with CBC's Radio Two carrying advertising after a 

four-decade ban in response to budget cuts instituted by the conser

vative administration.) The obvious solution of building on the suc

cess of these enterprises and expanding government subsidy for a 

more expansive public media goes unconsidered because of wide

spread and deeply held misconceptions. 

We must find ways to adapt and extend tried and true policies 

while taking the unique architecture of twenty-first-century 

communications technologies into account. The historic concep

tion of public broadcasting is insufficient for twenty-first-century 
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communications technology. Public media policy will need t 

address infrastructure and information, conduit and content, thu 

spanning a broad array of issues including Net neutrality, anti

trust, user privacy, copyright reform, software production, th 

development of new platforms for engagement and discovery, and 

subsidy and promotion of cultural products, whether they are clas

Sically crafted novels or avant-garde apps. 

While some have suggested that crowdfunding sites like Kick

starter can replace government agencies to do much of this work, 

such a view is shortsighted. Crowdfunding allows individual cre

ators to raise money from their contacts, which gives well-known 

and often well-resourced individuals a significant advantage. In con

trast, a government agency must concern itself with the larger pub

lic good, paying special attention to underserved geographic regions 

and communities (taxation, in a sense, is a form of crowdfunding, 

but with far wider obligations).20 

Public agencies, in other words, have to consider the whole 

cultural ecology. Thus other countries not only fund individual 

creators but assist independent institutions including community 

centers, cinemas, and booksellers. France's loi Lang, for example, pre

vents the discounting of books in order to protect small shops from 

being forced out of business by supermarkets, chains, and Amazon, 

acknowledging their proven role in encouraging diverse reading hab

its and nurturing literary culture. Most discussions about the Inter

net's effect on art and culture dO'not account for the heterogeneity 

that brick-and-mortar institutions foster. 21 

Nonetheless, a skeptic may still insist that these proposals for 

supporting sustainable culture are too costly to seriously consider.22 

But the money for such an undertaking exists, indeed it is already 

being spent, but with great inefficiency. We pay a small fortune for 

the devices and connections required to use the Internet (global spend

ing on consumer electronics surpassed $1 trillion in 2012, despite the 

recession).23 We also pay dearly for the services and culture we con-
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sume online through the opaque, private tax referred to as advertis

ing (and we also pay with our privacy). 

The over $700 billion spent annually on advertising could be 

subject to a transparent public tax and put to good use. Additional 

funding streams exist to be tapped. In 2009 the Associated Press 

revealed that the u.s. Army spent $4.7 billion and employed nearly 

thirty thousand people to do public relations, an unaccountable 

form of taxpayer-financed media. A small fraction of these assets 

could be appropriated and applied to beef up our paltry public 

broadcasting budget. 

Other options would be to demand that radio and television 

broadcasters pay the market rate for spectrum licenses or make 

technology companies help foot the bill for the content they depend 

on for survival. The most straightforward method may be to force 

leading technology firms to pay their taxes, which they have been 

diligently dodging through cunning accounting schemes, loop

holes, and shelters. These machinations have allowed Google to 

effectively pay an overseas tax rate of as little as 2.4 percent, Apple to 

shield approximately $74 billion from the Internal Revenue Service 

between 2009 and 2012, and Amazon to spend years refusing to col

lect sales tax, starving states of revenue Ueff Bezos is said to have 

considered establishing Amazon on an Indian reservation to avoid 

paying taxes).24 

A portion of these funds could be earmarked to underwrite and 

promote art, culture, and journalism. The fruits of such investment 

could be made widely available, free of copyright restrictions, much 

the way a dedicated community of academics working under the 

banner of "open access" is making publicly funded research readily 

available to anyone who wants to learn regardless of income or insti

tutional affiliation. 

The fact is that, as with the research and development of tech

nology, the state is already present. The industries discussed in this 

book hardly operate in a free market. Our public airwaves, worth 
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hundreds of billions of dollars, are handed over without charge to 

radio and television broadcasters, or auctioned off to the highest 

bidding phone companies, all for private profit. Much of the infra

structure cable and telecommunications providers depend on was 

subsidized by taxpayers, who are stuck with patchier, inferior, and 

more expensive service than citizens of other countries (mean

while Comcast has increased its lobbying budget from $570,000 

in 2001 to $19.6 million in 2011 in order to maintain this cushy 

arrangement). 

Media conglomerates receive tax write-offs for the costs of mar

keting their wares. Lucrative copyrights are indefinitely extended 

and dubious patents protected to appease entertainment and tech

nology executives, these government-granted monopolies funneling 

massive fortunes into corporate coffers .25 Public subsidies abound, 

though one would be hard pressed to say they are in the public's 

interest. 

In the cultural realm we are told that the Internet and a medley of 

ever-evolving devices and services will automatically and effort

lessly improve our media system. That sounds wonderful, but we 

need to identify what, precisely, was broken about the old arrange

ment so those problems don't carryover. We also need to reflect on 

where we are heading. What does it mean to "democratize culture"? 

Too often technology gurus talk about democratizing culture as 

though the meaning of the phrase was self-evident. Everyone has a 

chance of making it online, they insist, pointing to individuals who 

use social media to pull away from the pack or dropouts who founded 

billion-dollar businesses in their basements. While it sounds empow

ering, the presence of a small number of superstars is actually detri

mental to democracy, not emblematic of it. Instead of facilitating 

the fame and fabulous wealth of a lucky few, democratizing culture 
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involves mitigating against the winner-take-all effects of digital net

works and finding ways to bolster the missing middle. 

A more democratic culture means supporting creative work not 

because it is viral but because it is important, focusing on serving 

needs as well as desires, and making sure marginalized people are 

given not just a chance to speak but to be heard. A more democratic 

culture is one where previously excluded populations are given the 

material means to fully engage. To create a culture that is more 

diverse and inclusive, we have to pioneer ways of addressing 

discrimination and bias head-on, despite the difficulties of applying 

traditional methods of mitigating prejudice to digital networks. We 

have to shape our tools of discovery, the recommendation engines 

and personalization filters, so they do more than reinforce our prior 

choices and private bubbles. Finally, if we want a culture that is more 

resistant to the short-term expectations of corporate shareholders 

and the whims of marketers, we have to invest in noncommercial 

enterprises. 

There is no shortage of good ideas. By not experimenting, we 

court disillusionment. The Internet was supposed to be free and 

ubiquitous, but a cable cartel would rather rake in profits than pro

vide universal service. It was supposed to enable small producers, 

but instead it has given rise to some of the most mammoth corpora

tions of all time. It was supposed to create a decentralized media 

system, but the shift to cloud computing has recentralized commu

nications in unprecedented ways . It was supposed to make our cul

ture more open, but the companies that dominate the technology 

industry are shockingly opaque. It was supposed to liberate users 

but instead facilitated all-invasive corporate and government sur

veillance. 

Instead of eliminating middlemen and enabling peer-to-peer rela

tionships, it has empowered an influential and practically omnipres

ent crop of mediators. Instead of making our relationships horizontal 
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and bringing prosperity to all, the gap between the most popular and 

the practically invisible, the haves and have-nots, has grown. Instead 

of unshackling individuals from the grip of high-priced spectacles, 

it has helped entertainment firms dominate global audiences. 

Instead of decommodifying art and culture, every communication 

has become an advertising opportunity. 

The utopian undercurrents that suffused these erroneous predic

tions are not the problem. The problem is that we have not con

fronted the obstacles that have impeded them, particularly the 

economic ones. A more open, egalitarian, participatory, and sustain

able culture is profoundly worth championing, but technology alone 

cannot bring it into being. Left to race along its current course, the 

new order will come increasingly to resemble the old, and may end 

up worse in many ways. But the future has not been decided. 

Our communications system is at a crossroads, one way leading 

to an increasingly corporatized and commercialized world where 

we are treated as targeted consumers, the other to a true cultural 

commons where we are nurtured as citizens and creators. To cre

ate a media environment where democracy can thrive, we need to 

devise progressive policy that takes into account the entire context in 

which art, journalism, and information are created, distributed, dis

covered, and preserved, online and off. We need strategies and poli

cies for an age of abundance, not scarcity, and to invent new ways of 

sustaining and managing the Internet to put people before profit. 

Only then will a revolution worth cheering be upon us. 
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1. NathanJurgenson, "The IRL Fetish," New Inquiry, June 28,2012. 

2. Tough questions include asking what we mean by "the Internet." Are we 
referring to phYSical infrastructure, software, particular sites, content, or 
functions, or an amalgamation of these things? Evgeny Morozov has 
raised important issues about whether the phrase "the Internet" obscures 
more than it reveals, implying a unified, fixed, and permanent entity 
when we should instead be talking about the specificities of a range of 
interconnected technologies and capabilities. I'm sympathetiC to his 
argument, but worry that Morozov's insistence on adding scare quotes to 
"the Internet" ultimately reinforces the Internet-centrism he aims to cri
tique, for "the Internet" is far from the only complex, socially constructed, 
and contradictory concept that deserves nuanced treatment. Still, as histo
rian Leo Marx has observed, technology is a "hazardous concept," prone 
to reification and distortion. In my view, the way to mitigate these haz
ards is to expose them while emphasizing the socioeconomic, political, 
and ethical aspects that often go unremarked in tech discourse. 

3. Since I began working on this book, a number of interesting books criti
cal of techno-utopianism were published, including but not limited to 

Douglas Rushkoff's Program or Be Programmed: Ten Commands for a Digital 

Age (New York: Or Books, 2011); Nicholas Carr's The Shallows: What the 
Internet Is Doing to Our Brains (New York: W. W. Norton, 2010); Jaron 


